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Use of the LIC Primer
This LIC Primer was produced by Sustainable Alternatives Consulting Inc. for the Collaboration on Home
Energy Efficiency Retrofits in Ontario (CHEERIO). The LIC Primer is intended to assist municipal decisionmakers in understanding the use of local improvement charges to support the cost of energy efficiency
and other improvements on private property.
Municipal representatives may use and edit this document to assist in educating local constituents on
this matter. We request that the authorship by Sonja Persram, President of Sustainable Alternatives
Consulting Inc. for CHEERIO be acknowledged by municipal representatives when using all or part of this
information. All others (including those under contract to municipalities) are required to appropriately
reference and acknowledge this material’s authorship, and its co-ownership by Sustainable Alternatives
Consulting Inc. with the Toronto Atmospheric Fund. For more information contact Mary Pickering at
mpickering@tafund.org (416) 392-1217 or Sonja Persram at sonja@sustainable-alternatives.ca (416)
324-9388. Please also note that legal opinion in this documented is supported by a recent opinion
authored by Aird and Berlis.1
This LIC Primer by Sustainable Alternatives Consulting is one of several documents in this series
developed by consultants for CHEERIO. Additionally you may be interested in: the LIC FAQ by
Sustainable Alternatives Consulting , the LIC Legal Briefing Note, LIC Program Evaluation Qualitative
Research Study, and the LIC Program Design Guidelines. See also the references cited.

Introduction
Local Improvement Charge (LIC) financing is enabled by the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing and has been used in Ontario municipalities for decades. LICs are used by Ontario municipalities
to finance local improvements such as sewers and sidewalks. For example, a municipality could finance
the construction of a sewer system in a new residential development. It would recoup its investment,
including capital, interest, and administration costs, by imposing a special charge on the property tax bill
of the properties benefiting from the investment. Recently, the Ontario government amended the
regulation governing LIC to allow the mechanism to be applied on a voluntary basis to private properties
such as private single family or multi-residential homes or commercial or industrial properties.
The LIC could be used to fund a variety of upgrades, but in particular, there has been strong interest in
using the charge to address energy and water efficiency opportunities to improve the quality of existing
building stock, to reduce pressures on local energy infrastructure, to reduce greenhouse gas and air
pollutant emissions, to support energy cost savings for local residents and to generate local
employment.
Municipalities are considering creating their own energy upgrade programs in order to fill a gap left by
the withdrawal of the provincial and federal governments from incentive-based programs and the
limited programming currently offered by local utilities. Municipal program designs can also be focused
firmly on key local goals, such as integration of both gas and electricity conservation along with other
goals like water conservation, and can be focused in a way that supports multiple local objectives such
as reducing pressure on energy infrastructure in specific local areas or providing support to specificallytargeted communities such as low-income neighbourhoods.

The CHEERIO Initiative
As a result of a long collaborative effort (see the section on the Evolution of LICs for energy upgrades)
many Ontario municipalities are now interested in pilot testing the amended LIC mechanism to help
understand its practical implications, benefits, and challenges. A new Collaboration on Home Energy
Efficiency Retrofits in Ontario (CHEERIO) has evolved with support from the first collaboration (which is
ongoing).2 CHEERIO represents 22 Ontario municipalities with contributions from key consultants as well
as industry supporters. This group was initiated by the Toronto Atmospheric Fund with funding from
Natural Resources Canada, the Ontario Power Authority, the Ontario Ministry of Energy, Enbridge, the
Region of Durham, and the cities of Guelph, London, Hamilton and Toronto. Support for the
collaboration was provided by the Clean Air Partnership. The purpose of CHEERIO is to facilitate costsharing and co-operation in creating an LIC pilot-program template and other tools that can be used or
adapted by any Ontario municipality.
The interest is in using the pilots to explore energy and water efficiency LIC programs. The LIC Primer
was created for use by municipal decision-makers or others interested in information about the
opportunities presented by the amended LIC regulation.

The LIC Primer outlines the evolution of interest in this LIC financing mechanism for energy upgrades;
the regulatory amendments that enabled its use; the rationales for using this mechanism; the
opportunities, benefits and risk management considerations of property-assessed financing for energy
efficiency and renewable energy; the source and flow of LIC financing and implications for municipal
budgets and financing; how an LIC financing program for energy upgrades might work; and others’
experiences with property assessed and similar energy upgrade programs.

Evolution of LICs for energy upgrades in Canada
Municipal interest in expanding the traditional use of LIC mechanisms to support renewable energy and
energy efficiency purposes dates to 1984, when Yukon Territory pioneered use of Local Improvement
Charges to provide upfront financing for solar electricity generation capacity to outlying regions.
The opportunities for applying the LIC mechanism for energy upgrades across Canada were first detailed
in two Pembina Institute reports.3 4 Another study was undertaken beginning in 2009 by Sonja Persram
of Sustainable Alternatives Consulting in partnership with the David Suzuki Foundation (DSF). This study
comprised an analysis of the existing LIC mechanism, its utility for home energy upgrades, a comparison
with other financing tools, an outline of the regulatory changes needed in Ontario, and strategic
recommendations for an optimal program. This work also involved development of a collaboration with
a broad group of municipal,5 provincial and federal government representatives and related industry
leaders and NGOs in Canada and the US. Ms Persram’s analysis was published by DSF in three reports.viii,
ix, x
During this period, several other jurisdictions had also been working toward similar regulatory
authorization. At the end of 2011, Halifax Regional Municipality obtained a Charter change, followed a
year later by legislation for the Province of Nova Scotia. (See the section on LIC financing in other
jurisdictions).
In 2012, a small group from Ms Persram’s collaboration submitted a Request for a Review of Local
Improvement Charges and Related Regulations and Legislation6 to the Environmental Commissioner of
Ontario and a federal petition7 seeking support for the mechanism’s public benefits, a loan loss reserve
and other requests. The City of Windsor, the Township of King, the Town of East Gwillimbury and the
City of Hamilton passed Council Resolutions in early 2012 in support of the concept and requesting the
regulatory amendments to allow an expanded use of LICs. The Association of Municipalities of Ontario,
the City of Guelph and the Town of Huntsville provided supporting letters, and there was federal
response to the petition. Key collaboration members led by Ms Persram continued to support and grow
the group of municipal and other constituents with an interest in the potential to accelerate green
energy and energy efficiency options though LIC financing and develop implementation tools.
In May, 2012, The Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing issued a notification about pending
regulatory changes. In June 2012, Toronto City Council passed a motion requesting that staff prepare a

pilot project designed to use an LIC mechanism for residential energy upgrades. Kathleen Wynne, then
Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, authorized the proposed amendments in October 2012.

Provincial amendments to LIC regulations
Until recently, use of the LIC mechanism was confined to public, not private property. On October 24,
2012, the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing authorized Ontario Regulations 322/12 and
323/12, amending O.Regs. 586/06 and 596/06 under the Municipal Act, 2001 and the City of Toronto
Act, 2006 respectively. While the original LIC can still be applied to the existing uses, the regulatory
amendments expanded the examples of uses to specifically include energy efficiency, renewable energy
and water conservation in alignment with municipal goals and policies. As part of the amendments,8
lengthy and burdensome LIC set-up barriers were removed. The set up process for this new LIC was
simplified since program participation is voluntary. As a result there can be no petition against, or in
favour of, this type of LIC. Also, there would be no potential appearance before a committee of revision
or appeal before the OMB, as could be the case for frontage-based LICs.
The new LIC regulation describes a user-pay cost allocation method that covers all costs, which include
the upgrades plus pro-rated administrative costs of delivering the program (such as marketing) as well
as interest on borrowing. As with traditional LICs, this LIC would be repaid as a special temporary charge
on the participating owner’s property tax bill that would be removed once the cost is recovered by the
municipality.
Another unique LIC benefit is that financing stays with the property not the owner, on sale.9 As a result,
if owners move before completing the repayments, the new owner continues LIC payments and receives
the benefits.10 If property ownership changes before the full LIC debt is repaid, the municipality
continues to collect the charge through the property tax charged on that property. In legal terms, the
charge runs with the land. The property owner is able to make a one-time payment to the municipality
to clear the outstanding balance before selling a property. Otherwise, the LIC automatically transfers to
successive owners upon sale.11

Using LICs for energy efficiency upgrades
A municipality, with local Council approval, could offer a LIC financing program to local property owners
to support energy efficiency upgrades and other work as defined by the municipal program. Currently,
many municipalities are interested in making this offer to owners of single family homes, but LICs could
also be used to finance energy upgrades of condominiums and privately owned multi-unit residential
buildings subject to the applicable legislation and the bonus provisions of the Municipal Act.12 The
municipality would create the program, perhaps relying in whole or in part on the model created

collectively by CHEERIO. Program design includes arranging for a financing source with an attractive
interest rate and term by leveraging the municipality’s borrowing power.

How can municipalities finance an LIC program?
Municipalities have a variety of options for financing LIC programs. For smaller programs they can draw
on internal funds, such as operating surpluses or capital reserves. This type of program might also qualify
for financing through external parties such as Infrastructure Ontario, which provides a low-cost and
flexible source of capital. Alternatively, municipalities can raise financing by direct borrowing from the
bond market.
Participation in the program is completely voluntary. Upon entering into an agreement with the
municipality, participants could access financing for extended terms up to 20 years at a competitive
fixed rate that would include a provision for administrative costs. The opportunity to have long term
financing at an attractive rate can help homeowners finance larger, higher-impact upgrades that could
achieve deeper savings. The participants repay the financing as a user fee on their property tax bill for
the duration of the term. The LIC does not increase the owner’s property taxes.
The participants in the program, not the general taxpayer, share the cost of program administration. Or,
program administration and set-up costs can be offset by external funding such as grants or reduced by
collaboration among multiple municipalities in program design, evaluation or other key set-up services.

What would an LIC program look like?
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Figure 1: An LIC energy upgrade program example
(yellow = set-up phase; orange = delivery phase; green – collection phase)
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Benefits to municipalities
Supporting energy efficiency in all sectors is the cheapest, fastest way to ease energy demand, especially
as municipalities grow, and helps offset the need for costly energy infrastructure development. For
example, by shaping LIC program design, municipalities could target offers to areas where there are
electricity system constraints in order to have the program specifically address local concerns and
contribute to reducing infrastructure costs.13
Burning unnecessary fuels for home use also contributes to avoidable illness costs of air pollution.14
Energy use in homes and buildings accounts for a significant portion of greenhouse gas emissions, so
addressing the energy efficiency opportunities in the built environment helps municipalities to achieve
established greenhouse gas reduction targets for their communities, especially in the absence of
comprehensive programs offered at the federal, provincial or utility level. The Ontario Clean Air Alliance
study cited above found that energy efficiency upgrades lowering natural gas use by 15 per cent by 2026
would also reduce Ontario GHG emissions by 5.5 %.
LIC program costs are supported by the participants, not the general taxpayer, so these types of
programs pay for themselves and do not add any operational costs to the municipality. The regulatory
amendment permits the municipality to recover pro-rated administrative, marketing and other costs
associated with running the program directly from participants.
LIC financing can fill a gap in public support for energy efficiency retrofits. While some utility sponsored
programs exist, the successful Ontario Home Energy Savings Program and the federal ecoENERGY
incentive program have ended and will not be renewed. While owners can only take advantage of
incentive programs if they have sufficient funds for the upgrades,15 former federal and provincial
programs (Natural Resources Canada’s ecoENERGY program and the Ontario Home Energy Savings
Program) provided incentives with successful uptake. For example, over 10% of Ontario’s low-rise
housing stock built before 2000 was retrofitted in the federal government’s ecoENERGY program.
However these incentive programs have ended with no new initiatives in their place, and utilities are not
offering similar programs to all their ratepayers. 16
Reducing energy wasted in homes could improve health and reduce individual and public health care
costs that arise from pollution.iii x 17 A UK study of energy efficiency retrofit program impacts noted
health benefits of reductions in fuel poverty, and of warmer and drier homes that would arise from
home energy efficiency upgrades.18 The World Health Organization recognizes that energy efficiency and
weather-proofing measures that make homes warmer and more comfortable can be justified on the
basis of the health impacts. For example risks of extreme weather and thermal stress are lowered; and
increased insulation and better ventilation reduce risks of respiratory diseases. As well, air quality rises
from the reduction in emissions from heating and electrical generation.iii 19

Energy efficiency upgrades are labour intensive and programs provide an economic stimulus when
carried out at scale.x 20 The American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy notes that there are
about 20 construction jobs created per $1 million spent on energy upgrades. This is compared to half as
many jobs created per $1 million spent in power generation and distribution.21 A 2011 Ontario studyxii
found that energy efficiency upgrades lowering natural gas consumption by 15 per cent by 2026 would
also reduce money flowing out of the Ontario economy by $486 million. As well, it would increase
personal income by $2.6 billion and corporate profits by $451 million. A US study of home energy
retrofit pilot projects using a similar financing mechanism to the LIC found that an average per-home
investment of $21,000 resulted in $61,000 in economic benefits.22
There is emerging potential for energy efficiency upgrades to result in increased home value. Energy
efficiency upgrades could result in energy efficient and green homes and buildings being preferred over
conventional ones.23 These changes have the potential over time to increase the municipal property tax
base.24 For example, homes in California with an Energy Star label were sold at prices 9 per cent higher
than comparable non-labeled homes.25 26
Municipalities could ensure that any future potential emissions credits or income are assigned to them
as additional benefits for managing the program. This could become a major source of future income
year over year, continuing long after the program is sunset.
Funds raised and used for private LIC financing are subject to all the usual specific statutory provisions
governing municipal debt and investment established in the Municipal Act, 2001 (and the City of Toronto
Act, 2006) including debt limits.27

Benefits to property owners
People who invest in home energy upgrades reduce their energy bills and protect against energy price
increases. Participating home owners in the federal ecoENERGY home retrofit program saw an average
energy savings of 20 percent after completing their upgrades.28 Reducing energy waste improves overall
housing affordability and energy security given energy prices that are rising and unpredictable. 29 30
Homes are healthier when they are less drafty and indoor temperatures are more comfortable.31 32
An LIC program removes upfront capital barriers that often impede energy upgrade investments.33 34 35
viii ix x

Lower interest rates are facilitated by high security from the priority lien in addition to municipal
borrowing power and the same LIC rate could be offered to all participating owners.36 As well, the
financing is offered at a competitive fixed rate over longer terms such as 10-20 years compared to the 5year terms with fixed or variable rates that banks or utilities generally offer. This allows greater
affordability and the potential for annual energy cost savings to more closely match annual payments.
While mortgage re-financing or home equity lines of credit (HELOCs) tend to be offered at lower interest

than unsecured loans and could be used for energy upgrade funding, mortgage rates are less predictable
beyond a 5-year term and HELOCs are typically variable-rate.ix x LIC financing can be transferred to
subsequent property owners, allowing the costs and benefits of the energy-efficiency investment to be
shared fairly between current and future owners. Another unique LIC feature addresses a barrier to
deeper investments with longer paybacks. The barrier is that owners who anticipate moving before
payback are less likely to carry out the upgrades,vi v no matter how affordable the financing.37 38 Since
the LIC passes on to subsequent owners, at the time of sale any balance stays with the property and the
new owner continues repaying while receiving the benefits.39
Established barriers to energy upgrades,40 including lack of access to a highly skilled workforce as well as
lack of homeowner timevi or knowledge v to supervise the improvements could be addressed by turnkey
approaches.iv

x

Improved home-energy performance can contribute to increased property value. As mentioned
previously, California homes with an Energy Star label were sold at prices 9% higher than comparable
non-labelled homes.41 42 Another key factor is that homes may in future reflect preferential values for
energy- and water-efficiency, and appraisals may indicate not just energy ratings and types of installed
measures, but also operating costs.43

Managing LIC program risk
Addressing liability for faulty contractor work
There is no requirement that the municipality provide contractor guidelines; require the use of licensed
and insured contractors; provide suggested contractors; or require the use of pre-approved contractors
in an LIC program. However, there are also no restrictions set out in the Regulation that prevent a
municipality from doing so in the interest of ensuring the successful completion of work at the expected
level of quality and to limit liability. Similarly, there are no requirements regarding the form and
structure of an agreement with an independent contractor to construct/install the LIC works on private
property. The municipality can determine the optimal structure of its agreements, including an
agreement with the independent contractor, a joint contract with the property owner and independent
contractor, or an alternative structure. 44
Each municipality should review its procurement policies to ensure that any programs established to
undertake such work are in compliance with its procedures. Each municipality should also review any
agreement with an independent contractor on a case-by-case basis to ensure that it will not place them
in breach of their statutory and contractual obligations, for example, the ICI Labour Trade agreement,
fair wage obligations, and the Construction Lien Act, among others. 45

Mitigating default risks
Municipalities collect LIC payments in the same manner as property taxes. Any payment in arrears (and
only the overdue amount) is subject to a special priority lien and may be recovered by the municipality
from both current and future owners of the property. The regulation allows for an encumbrance on the
land to be imposed for any defaults. Additionally, priority lien protection makes the municipality’s lien
rank ahead of other liens on the property (except for liens of the Crown) and enables the municipality to
force a tax sale if the property taxes are in arrears and recover the amounts added to the tax roll from
those proceeds. Only defaulted payments would be paid (not the entire debt owed) before the
mortgage if the property goes to municipal tax sale.46 Municipalities can mitigate the risk of defaults by
screening participants, capping the amount of the LIC based on the estimated property value (e.g. no
more than 10% of assessed property value), or through a loan loss reserve. Reducing municipal and
homeowner risk is important. A range of risk mitigation best practices have been identified that may be
provided as part of administrative costs, or funded directly by partners or participants.x Municipalities
may address default risk potential at the outset through strict eligibility criteria.47 In setting criteria,
restrictions or eligibility for private LIC charges or fees, municipalities must comply with the provisions
set out in Section 394 of the Municipal Act, 2001 and relevant human rights legislation, and
municipalities may want to examine eligibility criteria for other types of municipal funding of works on
private property, such as through community improvement plans and building rehabilitation loans.48
ln addition, municipalities may choose to have a loan loss reserve, for example to cover cash flows for a
municipality with investor repayments, or to provide for any tax sale costs. Ontario property tax default
rates are on average 5 per cent,49 however the incidence of LICs going to municipal tax sale is virtually
nil.50 Research on actual defaults in Energy Star and non-Energy Star homes indicates that energy
efficiency reduces mortgage default risk.51 A new financing insurance product may also mitigate
municipalities’ and owners’ risk if circumstances change over the LIC term.viii

Budgeting program set-up costs accurately
A thorough evaluation of potential administrative costs from goal-setting stages through to project and
program evaluation will help administrators fulfill and assess their programs’ potential. An analysis of
real costs is likely to be a key research finding from pilot programs. Details on potential costs are
described in a City of Toronto study.i Start-up costs include planning the program delivery process;
developing the application, marketing and communications strategies as well as legal documents in
collaboration among departments; modifying systems to dovetail with program needs; developing
monitoring, measurement and verification protocols; establishing loan loss reserves as well as other risk
mitigation solutions; and developing systems to ensure sufficient highly skilled personnel are available in
the program. CHEERIO collaboration materials may reduce these expenses. Another possibility might be
for municipalities to provide some support for administration costs.

Managing administrative costs
Since LIC financing programs rely on economies of scale to spread administrative costs over a sufficient
number of participants, low uptake is a risk. Program design needs to clearly define and engage primary
target audiences and must be supported with adequate marketing and outreach budgets. Program

designers should ensure that any possible financial incentives are incorporated into the program to
keep the offer attractive, and that suitable marketing partnerships are identified and mobilized with
community groups, contractors, and local utility companies. Administrative costs need to be carefully
managed and monitored and, where opportunities exist, municipalities should seek sponsorships or
other external funding sources to offset the costs of set up and administration by external funding
sources. Finally, estimates of pilot program enrollment should be conservative. The administration cost
balance after reductions due to collaborations and incentives may be recovered by (for example): a
premium on the interest rate paid to investors that still allows the program to be affordable to
homeowners; an application fee (Boulder County’s fee was $75); and support for co-marketing and for
marketing expenses from utilities.i

Ensuring reliable practitioners and products are available
Providing information and access to reliable practitioners and products would help address significant
barriers to energy upgrades, as noted in the Economist.52 Reasons why homeowners did not carry out
any or all of the upgrades recommended in their energy evaluations in a City of Toronto study included
lack of access to trusted service providers, and lack of confidence in the installations53 and in the
v
resulting energy savings. Further restrictions arise for homeowners who are uncertain about products,
or do not have time to oversee the work.

vi

Focusing on cost-effective measures to achieve bill savings and GHG
reductions
While allowing a wide variety of energy-efficiency actions does create broader appeal, there is the risk
that more popular options, like window replacements and photovoltaic systems, will not achieve
significant greenhouse gas reductions for dollars spent. This can be managed by creating a tiered list of
eligible measures and ensuring that participants have a home-energy evaluation to emphasize the
highest impact measures. A focus on cost-effective measures and the requirements for achieving these
goals (such as highly-skilled practitioners) reduces program risk and homeowner barriers.54 x 55 56
Furthermore, ensuring certified energy assessors and contractors are highly skilled, understand
building science, and produce reliable results will help to protect against defective installations and
products. Finally, US White House policy;57 US Department of Energy policy;58 and the UK Green Deal onbill financing program all require savings from the installed measures to exceed payments.59 60 However
it should also be noted that if energy prices are low or unpredictable, net savings may be difficult to
achieve.61

Quantifying program impacts
LIC programs, especially in pilot stages, need an appropriate monitoring and verification protocol
embedded in program design. Monitoring and reporting activities should be designed to achieve
meaningful results. Performance benchmarks should be reported throughout the pilot phase, not just
at the end, allowing for the flexibility to adjust the program design as necessary.

Program measures
Below are examples of measures that could be funded in an LIC project on recommendation from an
energy evaluation. Measures would meet Energy Star qualifications or other specified standards.62
Several factors regarding LICs are important to note here. First, since LIC financing is associated with the
property, LIC energy upgrade programs would probably not fund appliances and most lighting measures
since they can be removed from the property. Also, the term of the financing cannot exceed the lifetime
of the upgrades. (There may be a choice between ensuring each measure has an appropriate lifetime or
taking the average lifetime of the measures).
LIC financing is for capital costs (not maintenance). Municipalities may include water conservation,
energy conservation and renewable energy measures. The amended regulation provides considerable
authority and flexibility for municipalities to define the scope of energy works. Possible measures
include:
Home energy evaluation: certified home energy assessment by approved agents or contractors
(including blower-door tests and thermography where warranted). The cost paid by the homeowner
could be included after approval to participate in the program.
Thermal envelope upgrades: Attic insulation; wall insulation; basement wall insulation; doors, air
sealing, floor insulation (over garages and crawl spaces), and basement header insulation. Given the
high costs and long paybacks of high-efficiency windows, programs may prefer to fund cost premiums
between conventional and high-efficiency types.
Mechanical systems: Furnace replacement, boiler replacement, water heater replacement, tankless
water heaters, integrated mechanical systems replacing space and domestic hot water heating
equipment, thermostats and control systems (especially the interactive and remote control types), drain
water heat recovery systems, air-source heat-pumps, ground-source heat-pumps, efficient humidifiers
and dehumidifiers, heat recovery ventilators, special ducting. Future funded items may include: fuel cells
and energy storage equipment.
Water efficiency upgrades: Low-flow aerators, shower heads, low-flow toilets, downspout
disconnection.
Renewable energy systems: Solar water heaters, photovoltaic electricity generation systems, and small
wind generators.

Leveraging partnerships
Lower program design costs through multi-municipality collaboration. The CHEERIO model allows
development of a flexible set of program design and evaluation tools using a cost-sharing and cocreation approach to leverage municipalities’ resources.
Integrate programs with relevant offerings from government and utilities. Wherever possible, LIC
programs should take advantage of incentives offered by other players. For example, Natural Resources
Canada’s EnerGuide Rating System (ERS) is used as the technical backbone for many innovative Canadian
financing programs. This standardized, Canada-wide system leverages the tools and marketplace
knowledge that have been used to rate more than one million Canadian homes. 63
The ERS is designed to support a “whole house” approach to energy efficiency programming. It offers:





measurement based on standard operating conditions, allowing comparison between homes;
access to certified energy advisors, providing homeowners with independent third party advice;
a standardized home energy performance label for homeowners; and
extensive support to partners’ programs, including software tools, evaluation protocols, paper
and electronic file submission systems, quality assurance, licensed service organizations,
certified energy advisors, access to the ERS database for research and results reporting, and
more.

ERS is funded by NRCan, offering significant value to homeowners and enabling program administrators
to deliver high quality programs without the cost of all of the elements provided under ERS. The use of
the ERS offers partners the opportunity to support long-term market recognition of energy efficiency in
the residential sector and leverage the activities of other players. ERS offers a one-stop shop for
homeowners, consolidating various incentives and offerings from various sources (e.g. utility grants),
making use of the ERS system now and in the future. Broad uptake of ERS will also increase homeowner
energy literacy, contributing to ongoing energy improvements over time.
Co-marketing. To keep communications costs manageable, and to ensure messaging is properly
targeted, program designers should work with key stakeholders who can serve as marketing channels,
including contractors, retail outlets, community groups, and utility companies.
Collaboration allows partners to provide complementary offerings which together help increase uptake.
Although individual municipalities (or upper tiers) would administer their own energy upgrade
programs, these programs offer extensive opportunities for additional collaboration among
government, industry and NGOs. Costs are likely to be reduced by multi-sector collaborations such as
the CHEERIO initiative, since they may improve program effectiveness and/or produce economies of
scale. Higher level governments may choose to support programs in a number of ways to benefit their
own budgets and environmental goals, ii viii x 64 65 iv 66 or stimulate local economic activity and increased
tax revenue.

Program uptake challenges have been experienced in the absence of adequate financial and technical
support for marketing and outreach.67 These may be delivered via multiple channels which can include
both conventional and community-based approaches.iv Utilities are key co-marketing partners to help
enhance uptake and for billing information to enable project and program evaluation.68 Key marketing
channels also include contractorsiv 69 who can provide referrals to the program for owners carrying out
conventional improvements and act as program partners. Trusted peers can act as educators via local
organizations using community engagement70 and companion marketing at events. Local community
and elected leaders are important role models.
Integration of existing incentives from all levels of government. It is important that higher level
governments and utilities also offer financial incentives to encourage uptake, given the benefits to
budgets and program goals noted above. For example, rebates could be offered for participants’ home
energy evaluations and installed measures. Halifax Regional Municipality is offering an incentive for the
first round of program participants supported by a $550,000 grant obtained from the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities.71

Program design principles
For information on program design principles created as part of the CHEERIO initiative, see the report
which includes recommendations regarding program design and monitoring and evaluation.

Program evaluation
What is not measured cannot be evaluated. Making data available to municipalities as well as analysts
will also help evaluation and planning. Best practices incorporate quality control and quality assurance
procedures for the energy assessments, the projects and the program.x, iv Developing systems in
advance that allow monitoring, measurement and verification can help municipalities avoid costly
outlays in future. Several US programs did not have budgets to put these systems in place prior to
program launch.i It has sometimes been difficult to obtain owner data post-retrofit in the Long Island
Green Homes initiative.72
Timing considerations also impact program implementation, for example uptake may be impacted by
the time for processing program applications and permits.x There are issues related to lags between
owner sign-up and notification of property tax payments.73 Also, timely information about potential
delinquency is difficult when repayment schedules are semi-annual/quarterly, or via cheque. Long Island
Green Homes’ program changed their system of receipts to monthly payments via direct debit.i Timing
risks also relate to cash flows between payments to investors and receiving LIC repayments; this lag was
initially overlooked by a US municipality.i Additionally, prompt payment of contractors is important.74

LIC financing in other jurisdictions
Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) financing, a mechanism very similar to LICs, has been authorized
in 29 states and the District of Columbia and undertaken in multiple American jurisdictions. For example,
the Sonoma County Energy Independence Program opened in March 2009 and has now completed
over 1,800 residential projects totalling $61,395,389.The PACE HERO program in Western Riverside
County launched in Spring of 2012 has so far approved 5,800 residential applications totalling $105
million in financing with 1,368 completed projects. A PACE program launched in 2011 by Efficiency
Maine has installed over 350 renewable energy and energy efficiency weatherization upgrades.
Efficiency Vermont launched a program in 2013.
Experience in Canada is also growing. Halifax Regional Municipality is offering a turnkey solution
including an LIC financing option in its Solar City program. The program was launched in 2013. They are
targeting installation of 1,000 solar water heating systems with LIC financing provided to about one-half
of the homes in the program (the other half will self-finance). While the City of Vancouver’s Home
Energy Loan Program launched in 2012 was not an LIC-based model, it was a similar approach. Financing
was attached to the property up front on title, and repaid on property tax bills. The program has since
been cancelled due to challenges related to program design and marketing.
The American programs have stimulated concerns at the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) related
to the PACE mechanism’s priority lien status. Many US jurisdictions attach a lien at the outset on the
entire financed amount; others only apply a lien on defaulted payments. As well, in the US, if payments
are in default, some jurisdictions require the entire financed amount to be repaid, and in others only the
overdue payments must be repaid. The FHFA is concerned about entire financing being paid out before
any mortgages and the agency is now in a rulemaking process to address concerns.75 The City of Toronto
is working with financiers to address these and related concerns.
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